PLATAINE ANNOUNCES PARTNERSHIP WITH iSpecc
REACHING A GROWTH MILESTONE AND EXPANDING ITS PRESENCE IN THE UK
London, UK, July 7, 2020 - Plataine, a leading provider of Industrial IoT (IIoT) and AI-based
software for advanced manufacturing optimization, is excited to announce a partnership with
iSpecc Limited, to further establish its growth in the UK advanced manufacturing industry.
Plataine is at the forefront of assisting UK Aerospace and Automotive Composite manufacturers
to address cost saving measures and meet the post COVID-19 production challenges. iSpecc
provides innovative solutions including turnkey equipment, control systems and manufacturing
optimization using IIoT technologies. iSpecc’s close association and understanding of the UK’s
advanced composites market is an ideal partner to enhance Plataine’s footprint in this sector
and achieve its objectives.
iSpecc has vast experience offering consultancy with real insight, ROI (Return on Investment)
analysis and guidance on advanced controls for industry 4.0, to improve operations efficiency
and increase productivity. Together with Plataine’s best in class software solutions and proven
record of supporting advanced manufacturers on their Digital Transformation journey, this
partnership will greatly assist manufacturers to shorten manufacturing cycles and significantly
improve their operations. This synergy between iSpecc and Plataine creates a significant value
for UK advanced manufacturers by offering a holistic solution, including consultation by a UK
based expert, World-class Industry 4.0 AI-based solutions, factory analysis, recommendation on
how to transform it into a digital factory Industry 4.0 ready, using Plataine’s innovative
solutions with connection to sensors and legacy systems, all supported by iSpecc’s in county
maintenance service.
Plataine recently joined The UK National Composites Centre (NCC) to strengthen innovation
partnerships in automating and digitizing factories and this partnership represents another
milestone in expanding Plataine’s innovation offerings globally and specifically in the UK,
following previous successful implementations of Industry 4.0 solutions, across various
verticals.
Avner Ben-Bassat, CEO and President at Plataine said: “I’m excited about our partnership with
iSpecc, enabling us to offer our joint customers a holistic Production Optimization solution and
guide them in their digital transformation journeys, improve overall efficiency, reduce costs and
maximize yield.”

Nigel Clifford Lloyd-Jones, CEO at iSpecc added: “We are very enthusiastic about our
partnership with Plataine, aiming to provide UK advanced manufacturers the software tools to
digitalize their operations, improve their bottom lines and deploy the latest industry 4.0
technologies”
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About Plataine:
Plataine is the leading provider of Industrial IoT and AI-based optimization solutions for
advanced manufacturing. Plataine’s solutions provide intelligent, connected Digital Assistants
for production floor management and staff, empowering manufacturers to make optimized
decisions in real-time, every time. Plataine’s patent-protected technologies are used by leading
manufacturers worldwide, , including Airbus, GE, Renault F1® Team, Stelia North America,
Muskogee Technology, IAI, Triumph, General Atomics, TPI Composites and Ethan Allen. Plataine
partners with Siemens PLM, McKinsey & Company, VIRTEK, the AMRC with Boeing, and CTC
GmbH (an Airbus Company), and is also a part of the National Composites Centre (NCC)
membership network, to advance the ‘Factory of the Future’ worldwide. For this work, Plataine
has received a Leadership Award from Frost & Sullivan and Innovation Awards from the JEC and
CompositesUK organizations, as well as the Shanghai Society of Aeronautics (SSA). Plataine is
ISO 27001 certified for compliance with information security management requirements. For
more information, visit: www.plataine.com
About iSpecc:
iSpecc provide innovative solutions including turnkey equipment, control systems and
manufacturing optimization using IIoT technologies, partnering with the worlds' leading OEMs.
iSpecc has vast experience and offer consultancy giving real insight and market intelligence,
infrastructure programming and ROI (return on investment) analysis, project management for
implementing capital plant installations, planned preventative maintenance, advice on
compliance to key legislation governing operation of capital plant and guidance on advanced
controls for industry 4.0 to increase productivity. For more information visit: www.ispecc.com.
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